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TGDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

42 Expiated
44 Mobs
1 RaiRed floor 45 U.S.-Mex.

Classifieds

4.

HOUSING

Ll VE-IN SITUATION FOR woman, non-smoker.
$50.00 rooru and board. Near UNM. 25£,-7593, 2116

TI!IU3J..i BLOCKS TO UNf.,.1, fcm:etl 1-bdrm lltmll.!,
Pel!i fine, $100 bills ·paid. Call 262~1751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
2/17
CLBAN SOLID- 2-BDRM house. Enormous fenced·
yard5. Kids, pe(s, $165. Cal! 26f-l751,. Valley
Rentals, $30 fee.
2117
ONE BLOCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
uranmcnt. Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
3/10
artistic nnd 'literary conceptions to Conceptions-

CONTACTS?? POLISHING& SOLUTIONS. Casey
Optical Campany, 255·8736.
tfn

Southwest, Marron Hall, Rm. 105 or UNM Box 20,

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAl, ONLY IOc, American
dgmcltcs 48c, every morning at Pipe & Tobacco
Roatl. V! block from UNM. 107 Cornell SE, MwF9·6
and Sat. 10-5,
2117

JOE INFO: MAY the soundti'<\Ck of life always be

2

YEAR

SCHOLARSHIP

AVAILABLE.

F•II

tuition, books, fees, plus $100 per month. If you have
completed at least 2 semesters of calculus anP, 1
'1;:cmcstcr of physics and will be Jess than 25 years old

Deadline Feb. 28. For more information call Leslie
299-4773,
2117
11laying your song.

2117

PERRY'S PIZZA. WE DELIVER. Call843-9730.
2120

THE GYROS DINER is coming.I06-A Cornell SE,
2120

at graduation you arc invited to apply. Ir i11tcrcstcd

PERRY'S PIZZA. TRY our fresh salad and slice

2/17
WANT TO BE UNM'S "Deep Throat'!" Know

~pedals

caii766.23J5.

something we should know? Call the LOBO new~ tip
lmllinc. 277-5656.

2/17

YOUR CONCEPTS 1\RE imporlanL Submit your

for lum:h/

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, gay only,
$150.00/mo. plus utilities, 266-9610evenings_,
2121
CAMPUS COMpACT APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
Blvd. SEat Lead, Newer, quiet, colorfully furnished,
large studl!'f!t styled studio apartm~nts, next 10 stores,
UNM, and TV-I. $155/month with free utiHties, $100
deposit, no roommates or.pets. See Manager Apt. 2.
242-9092 eves.
J
2/22

ENGINEERING STUDENT NEEDS two roommmes to share new, 3-bdrm house ncar '12th and
Mcnnul. $120/month, includes utilities. 345-6074.
2121,

2116

RENT 1-BDRM HOUSE North Valley, pets, $145.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Campaign Again.~t
Elec-t., watc~ paid, Pnu\ 296~4886 (9-5), 344-2540
Hadioactive Waste Disposal in NM. Contact SW · (eve.)
•
2122
Rcscarch,l35 HarvardSE, 265-0461,
2121
WHAT IS A COLLEGB INN'? Recreation roomli.
"CHANGED"- THE SPIRITUAL realities of life
Study lounges. Pool, underground parki11g. Social
contrbllcd by people. A .docu·mcntary running noon
program~. 303 Ash NE, 243-2fl81.
2/16
SUB 2SOC, M-W-F February 13,15,17. The Way
ONE BEDROOM FURN. Apl. v, blo'k lo UNM ..
lntcrnalional.
2/17
Ffr~t month rem rcl.luced-·266-4284,
2116
NICK, YOU'VE REAI.l.Y got me curiouo; m1w. Have
IMMACULATE 4-BDRM I-lOUSE Large fenced
you become so in love wilh the food nl Carrara's that
yard. Kids, pets, wclcume. $175. Call 262-1751,
you've forgo11cn the: other pleasures in life'? I gucs'i
Valley Rcnt<tls, $30 fee.
2/17
I'll ju\t hang around C:maro's from the time lhey
or;cn at 11 am til they clme at mitlnighl until I sec
you. So if you're still interested, just come by nnd sec
rne~ometime. Mary.
2/17

5.

GONNA HOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has The Planets
for dancing unti12 am.
2/16
BEST BOOK BUYS. Chamisa Bookshop, 3611
Sinnm SE, 266-1229.

2/16

FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Expcrlcnccd teacher. Private lessons. Call Marc at L
&M Music Scudio. 247-8158.
2/17

FOR SALE

LOWEST PRICE RECORDS & tapes in New
Me.'<ico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down
ea~y" sale--all6.98 list LP's, 3,99, all7.98lisl LP's,
4.99. 1-lighcr li~t LP's and all tapes:, $1.00 off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119- Harvard SE
Store Only, across fwm Hippo Icc Cream.
2/24

UNITED Feature Synoicate
Wednesday's Puzzle·s·olved:

6 Newspaper
desert
section: In- 47 Put in pitch j.gi~~
formal
48 Accustom:
tNtQbfteltldgt.tf!~ffij
10 Closing
Var.
49 Centra)
noise
14 Fresway
part: Prefix
sign
50 Pulmonic
1 5 So be it
sound
16 Hawaiian
54 Jet jou;ney: ~i!rt',_.
city
.
2 words
17 Best-selling 57 Punish in a
parson
way
18 Penny
58 Outer gardreadfuls'
ment
relative: 2
59 Small
words
amount
son
to: 2 words
· 20 Personality 60 Tightly
11 Chloasma:
35 Freudian
21 Persian
stretched
2 words
concerns
22 Netter Chris 61 Some
12 Watchful
37 Salad ingre----greenbacks 13 Sheds
dient
23 Controversial 52 Look infeathers
38 .A.rmy crimistage play
tently
19 Not ever
nal
25 Amuses
63 Answered 21 El··-:
40 More painful
27 See
reveille
Spanish
41 --·and wife
30 Nestegg
hero
43 Open pies
amassers
DOWN
24 Tap drink
44 Mire
31 Allan·----:
25 Stamping
45 Defense
Hood's
1 Devitalizes
device
or g.
2 Apple, for 26 Currier's
friend
46 Bulbous
32 Misanthrope
one
colleague
plant
33 Bakery
3 USSR sea 27 Where
4 7 Roof applier
4 One of 18: 2
Singaradja
product
49 Boundary
36 Of current
words
is
line
Interest
5 Woolly
28 Blue-pencil
51 Italian river
37 Legends
creatur~
29 Yearn to do
52 Maiden
38 Bell sound
6 Nav.IgatJon
something:
53 Olympics
39 Local perdevice
3 words
event
son: Suffix
7 Pass over 30 Side dish
55 Elect. unit
40 Sucrose
8 Pro·-·
32 Golf's
56 Emulate
41 Montreal
9 Individual
Walter···-·
57 Station:
subway
10 Pushy per- 34 With regard
Abbr.

LOST&FOUND

LOST: TAN BILLFOLD, Ortega. Hall, 2/7, Pictures
of 5Cntimental vnluc. No questions. Please call
Nancy, 299-6334.

2116

FOUND: YOU'RE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
charming baby in the Computer Center parking lot.
ldenlify and daim the pho10 charm in Room 105,
Marron Hall.
2/20

Cove~ed"

FOUND: A SILVER necklace by the Automotive
U1Jilding. ldemify and daim. 277-2923.
2/17
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

WV'ago.n

277~5907.

Makers of Hand Mode
Indian Jewelry

3.SERVICES

OLDTOWN

HERALD LOOM: 45", 4 harness, double front and
2120
ELECTRONIC 10NITION SPECIALS good lhru
February. Della Mark lOB $39.95; Megaspark 400
$42,95; Tiger SST $34.95. 268-5490. Elcell'onic
Ignition Sales.
2117
12" CARRIAGE PORTAI1LE typewriter with
omional Greek letters--Asking S!iO. 266·4284.
2/16
10 SPEED BERTIN. Brand new plus exlras, $Jt0.
268·4 I54
2122
SINGER FUTURA TOP oft he line. Slightly used but
.'it ill under warranly. Pusll button bobbin-winder, has
compmerizcd buttonholing. Docs IOO's of fancy
Mitchc5. Regular $800, now $150 cash, 294-8755. 2/28
FOR SALE, KIRBY Classic ·111 vacuum cleaner.
Cllmmercial tnt)lor and auachments. Small monthly
payments, 266-5872.
2/21
LEFT FOR REPAlR bill 1 Diai-0-Matic zig-zag
~ewing

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
lfn
Call PENM 842-3200.
TYPING. lSI QUALITY, 883-7787.

lJ1

5S

2124

MATH TUTORING AVAILABLE. Prc·Ca!culus,
2/20
Remedial, etc. Joe, 299-1308.
EXPERTTYI'ING. 266·4567.

'

2/28

HA YAy SHALOM

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia mCihod.
llcginncrs welcome. 266-9291.
2/28

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

AIKIIlO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art-Meditation.
Fir~! les<>on free. Sandia Judo Club. 9:00 am
Saturday.
2/22

.t;yeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(Next dDor to Cruey Reialt Drug)

· .,·

Lo1I!as at Washington ·· .,_ •
255- .

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265·11(>4.
2/16
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial <;y\tem. Te(hnic:al, general, legal, medical,
4129
\choht\lic. Cham & tables. 345-2125.
DRESSMAKING.
ALTERATIONS.
REASO):ItBLE. 262·0868.
2/17
KINKO'S TYPING SI!RVJCE (10M selectric) and
lt(l\\ ]·n'linutc Pa\<;Jlort Photno;, Nn "i'fll,inlmem.
26R-RS15.
tfn

machine. Makes buttonholes, blind hems,

fancy designs and all the
2/21

$25.00. 266-5871.

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, brand name color
television. New fac10ry warranty, no down payment.
Small monthly payments till balance i'i paid off. 2662121
5872.

0u>

FENDER TELECASTER, hard case, Humbucker ph:k·ur. \'t hile, $200 firm, keep trying. 242D~
2/W

6.

EMPLOYMENT
JOB <iRADUATl-:

~tuUr:nt~

only.

.\l!crnoon<; nmJ C\CIIing\. ~hJ\t be allle to work
f·rida~ and Saturday •lights. ;..1u\l be 21 year; old.
1\pply in per\on, no plwnr: call~ plca<..c. Save-Way
Liquor Siorc"'o at 5704 l oma\ NE, 55 Hi Mcnaul NE.
2 •' 17
lntcrnalional ('enter

D1rc~lor.

Application available

OHkc or lnternarimlal 11 rograrm, 1711 Roma NE.
2/23
Deudlinc Marcl1 Jl, 1978.
MAN, UPPI;R ('!,ASS or graduate, late evening anJ
Sarurday hour~. Copy shop. Start $2.65 per lumr.
Immediate. Do not call. Apply in pCr"i~m. DATACO,
Unio,.crsi!y~md Lomas Nfo.
2/17
AlfRACTIVf- GIRL. TO WORK I~ lm.pcrweckin
Ctl\111e1iL'\1ote, 292·3200.
2/16

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • OAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT • SAT

Our

39th
L...-_.Jv
•• ,

NMB I, II, Ill· ECFMG ·FLEX· VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

'Chere IS 4

differen~e!!!

At11cma, Auslralia, A~ia, etc. Alt t'icld~, $500-$1200

Submission deadline is February 28, 1978
bring to Marron.Jlall, Rm. 105
277-5656
or send to UNM Box 20, UNM, 87131

Ex--senator's Appeal
Remains Unsettled

ONlY OUTlAWS r~~i GUNS!

\;,

HAVE A :1.0 in 12 h<H•r~ of lfi~ttHy'! .loin t'hi AlrhaThcta Hll<.ltHV llmwrary Sodctyl. MANY
2016.

2121

lOBO photos by John lhrlg

.

.;:.;_~

r·

American Legion H1111, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
.\oltl\k by St~i11nin,!t Wheel. $(H·ouplc, $:Hingle.
Tii:kct'> a"nilnble at all Tkkctnta\tcr lociltkm~. 2117

Cllb\P WAiERHEDS! Wa:tcr Trip., SR9.95 buy~
Vml I) dark \\'iilmn \l<1i11Cd frainc, 2) -~afc-ty liner, 3)
i·natJl C(lmfon p!ltl, 4) any site mallrt~~ with J·ycar
guanmtcc; $89.95.3407 Ccn\ral NE. 255-2289. 2123

"I wonder how they are counting
those hotJrs. They don't seem to be
giving credit for research, but are
measuring only on the basis of
teaching. A research-productive
department will be hurt by this type
of measurement. It is a question of
whether they want a research active
department or not."

Provost.McA/Iister Hull
The ratio of hours in class to credit
hours is not one to one," he said.
This ditference in credits means
art instructor teaching a three-hour
course requiring longer classroom
periods is rated with a higher
teaching load than one who teaches
a 3-hour course that may take one
classroom hour.

The school with the lowest
number of teaching-load hours is
the law school with 6. 76 average
hours. Law school Dean Freurick
Hart said the measurement is
inadequate because it fails to take
into account the extra work involved in teaching graduate
courses. "If you considcer the fact
that all our students arc graduates,
we are probably carrying a heavier
load than most.

-

"It is very difficult to count
teaching loads when they don't
consider our clinical law program
where instructors help student law
cases, trial practive, moot court and
individual research," he said.

Chairman of the math department Richard Griego said the load
summary is unfair because it docs
not take research into ac-

The College of Fine Arts has the
highest teaching load with 12.16
average hours the survey reponed.
.t-'inc Arts Dean Donald McRae
said,'"l think it is an obvious result
of the ration between the number of
students and faculty available to the
number of classes required."

The department with the lowest
teaching-load
a vcrage
is
mathematics, with 7.85 reports a
UNM Office of Institutional
Research summary.

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA

~
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Do it Better," and let's not forget,
"American, Love it or Leave it."
They'll let you know who their
man is. Ru;k, Carter, Nixon or
even Alfred E.
Some stickers assure you that
their owners arc with the "Good
Guys." KQFO, WABC, Sl;PD and
all the reM.
Some overdo it and there are ~o
many stickers on their car you don't
know where they're coming lrom.
But the hum per ·~ticker is an
editorial on \\heels. It will cau;e
you to laugh or maybe cr). It could
get you angry or help make up your
mind. You're affected and so are
manv thousands more.
B~t a warning before you run out
to get the right sticker for you,
"You are what you stick on your

car.''

f"'1i5~:,~~~·~~-'-'::...~W:.~---n .. ,.·. : .."~-~;_":

~_i;~RY A COWBOY.,.,

1978 Jpm·7pm.

•I.
IH;NEFITS. Phi /\lrha lhcw Orric~ 1 Mcsn Vi•.w 1--lall

count." Individual contracts that
faculty members in our department
total $80,000 a year.

~u'lls~tth=~peror~~ic
messengers proclaiming the right !I•••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••~~

i

19,

Fisher

"They don't realize that for a
three-hour class, the teacher puts in
8-12 hours in preparation, reading,
developing notes and audio-visuals,
grading papers, advising. A single
course might represent a hefty
amount of time. Very few teachers
spend less than 50 hours a week on
things
connected with
the
University," he said.
Hull admits that the for-mula
used to measure teaching loads does
not take enough of the teacher's
outside-classroom activities into
account. "l indicated to the deans
the need to take another look at the
load formula. It is in its ninth
revision. u
He ~aiu credits are different in
different departments. "The artist
who conducts a studio class in
painting may spend 6 to 10 hours in
the class. A student will get only
three hours credit for that class.

By JOHN IHRIG
LOBO Staff Writer
You're a nurse who needs affection, a farmer who's on
strike, you've lost it, you've found it
or maybe you're the one who
worries about the outlawed gun.
These are some of the views
espoused by those that usc the 'IN'HEN GUNS ARE OUTLA'IN'tEID'
mobile grafitti of the auto age, the
bumper sticker.
Anywhere across the nation

..._r:!:l-;}IJ. · ·

2117

FEBRUARY

:r

'"Formula· Angers
·oNM Leaders

;

MISCELLANEOUS

DANCE!!!

·~~

and the wrong of this land, or
taking a stance or showing a
prcl"crcnce.
They represent the feeling of the
person who is brave enough or
foolhardy enough to display them
on his car.
,,
The bearer of the sticker wants.
everyone to know what. he or she is .
into. "Think Snow," or "Cowboys,

mmHhly, expcn~c~ paid, ~ight seeing._ Free informt\lion. Wri1e: UHP Co., !lox 4490, Dept. NO,
Btrkck'y, C:1. 94104,
UIO
I'ART- TIME JOB: SALES, flexible IHHir~. good pay.
Ptmihlc fu\1-timc <,ummcr. Call Phil Franayk Cl.U.

8.

'~'P'•t<u

~~~r' ,""_,~.-; ~ ''?
JOHN CHADWICK
... , L • .. ~..
l
LOBO Staff Writer
· A bill to permit the prescription of marijuana for meclical purp~,;;.~.s. is
only a signature away from becoming law:
, · . ;: · ''"
Governor Jerry Apodaca's signature is all that is needed to·fuake New
Mexico the first state in the nation to permit the prescription of marijuana
for medical purposes.
House Bill, 329 passed the Senate floor Wednesday night and the
Governor now has until Mar. 8 to sign the bill, said Richard DeUrioste, for
By Dolores Wood
the governor.
.
.
LOBO Staff Writer
The bill would permit glaucoma and chemotherapy patients to recetve
Just mentioning the words
mariiuana by prescription from a .state pharmacy if the patients were
found eligible by a three-doctor panel. A "delayed repeal section" was "teaching load" raises the hackles.
added to the bill which would automatically terminate it, if signed on July of d11partment chairmen and college
deans alike.'
1,1979.
Chairmen of departments with
A 26-year old UNM student, Lynn Pierson, who had testified before the
legislature that smoking marijuana helps relieve some of the ill-effects of the highest number of teaching
hours are mad because they feel
chemotherapy, spurred action on t.he bill.
departments are overworked,
their
Pierson told legislators the drugs doctors gave him to ease the nausea
while
chairmen of departments with
and vomiting caused by the chemotherapy treatments did not work.
Marijuana, he said, helps ease the pain and also helps him to eat. Without the lowest number of teaching
hours feel the measurment of the
the marijuana, he said he found it difficult to eat.
.
load
does not indicate how hard
Pierson said he smokes about 100 joints a month to help ease the pam of
they work.
the chemotherapy treatments.
Although the governor said earlier he would approve the bill, DeUrioste "The average person who works at
a job has no conception of how
said he did not know if the governor would sign the bill.
hard a faculty member works,"
Provost McAllister Hull said.

For Information Please Call:

PART- J 1~11·. WORK 5 day-. u wed: and 2 night.~. M·
I· II :00·2:00, evening~; Montlay fl. j{J, Friday 6:3011:00. $.:!.65!pcr IUJur. Golden J·ticd Chickerl. 1830
I mna'> NF. ,\.,k for Mt!mtgcr. 242-21HI.
2121
OVF:.RSE:AS JOIJS--Summcr/ycar·round. Europe. S.

8H)·5J6(J.

;

. ... --

Bumper Stickers Say It All

ATHNTION GRADUATE MEDICAl. Law
~llldcnt.,, Tutor., wamcd. Prtlficiency required in
\lath, Verbal. Ba~ic Science ~kill~. f·.xcdlcn! pay. Call
2/1(1
21)4.0416.

The new literary and fine arts publication of UNM
is soliciting submissions of original work in
the fields of art, poetry, photography, and prose.

•- '

!cont. on page 31

MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL Guilars: 1968 Jose
Ramirc?--$1.750. 1974 l:iernandis Concert--$650.
241-2117or255~148S.
2121

HI ISO!! La~ l.nmn'l NE, 10·12 and 1-4:JO, or ar the

-Southwest

. Friday, February 1'7, 1978

ASSUME SMALL MONTHLY payments on deluxe
Tarrnn microwave tOUI.!h•mntic, memory, browning
clement, adju\tablc \helves. 268-4394.
2121

PART·TIME STUDENT POSITION (or ASUNM

Conceptions

u,;tegal Grass Bill
New Mexico
\fl.f/~t;,, ~an~ercases DAILY
"""t\ waits Signature ·

DUE TO NON-PAYMENT Sansui receiver, unclaimed layaway turntable, cassette or 8·track
recorder and deluxe F'ronolic speakers. Assume small
paymcnt'i. 268-4393.
2/21

l,i\Rl-1'1Ml.::

--'tt-----'-- ..

goodie.~,

I~·

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Edilor
An appeal by Tom fisher, an
ASUNM Senate candidate last
November, to suspend a $10 tine
placed on him by the elections
commission may not be settled for
several weeks. Fisher requested the
appeal on Nov. 22, 1977.
The matter was brought before
the student court Thursday.
Attorney General Wade Moody,
however, informed the court that
the appeal of persons tined by the
commission must be wilh the
Student Standards and Grievance
Committee and not the court.
Todd Pink, chief justice of the
court, agreed Ihat the nmucr W<h Former ASUNM Senator Tom

buck beams, 266-4SM arter4:00.

2.
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state troopers. He said authorities
found 20 feet of fuse lying near the
leak ea'st o·f Fairbanks. "The fuse
has been identified as ·a safety
fuse," Mix said. "They hook it up
and then get off to a safe distance
and set it off."
It was the second known attempt
to bomb the pipeline. The first last
summer ripped off some insulation
around the pipe, but didn't dent the
pipe itself.
Cold temperatures, with the
mercury hovering around the zero
mark, congealed the oil and was·
expected to make the cleanup job
easier and keep the impact on the

environment minimal.
,
. The leak was plugged ·late
Wednesday night and Alyeska
Pipeline Co. officials said they
expected to have oil flowing the line
before Friday. '
"They've got the oil stopped. It's
not leaking anymore," Mix said.
Troopers and federal authorities
were investigating the sabotage.
Ron Mierzejewski, an Alyeska
spokesman, said crews worked
through Wednesday night and
Thursd<!Y to clean up the oil-soaked
snow.
"Workers contained the oil
within a four-acre area and.

prevented it from flowing into the
Chena River about a mile away,"
he said.
"They've got a sleeve on the
hole," said Alyeska Public
relations consulatant Sam Akin.
The -pilot of a private plane
reported the leak about 2 p.m.
Alaska time Wednesday after he
sighted a 160-square-foot patch of
oil under the pipeline. The line was
shut down a short time later when
an Alyeska helicopter confirmed
the report.
Officials said the oil gushed out
of the leak at the rate of two to
three gallons a seond for more than

ALL
stereo systems
are NOT created
equal
''\

Most stereo stores give a special system by including,
with a reasonable good receiver, a pair of inferior
spaakors reduced from a high list price. No added
power· or lower distortion receiver can make these
speakers sound better.
At the Hi-Fi House, we match your system with quality
components to give a balanced, work-together combination without a weak link.
Hear our 5 Planned Stereo Systems with exclusive
and selected brands - Advent, Bose, Hitachi, JBL,
JVC, KEF, Ortolon, Yamaha - priced from $360.

.... -· ... ·o.. -·
:

~

•

e

Famed Advent Utility Speaker
with JVC JLA-30 auto
belt turntable
and ADC QLM-36 cartridge

Come in and see all our
matched systems.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM

Special

Moby Lobo
and Fties

95c
Lower Level

Vol. 82

No. 98
381401
The New Mer/co Doll~ i.ub
• , .. •. d
Monday through Friday e\rety regular weelc
of the UnJversity year and wecldy during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is, not ffnanclally associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year.
The 'opinions expressed on the editoriaJ
pages of The DaUg Lobo are those of thf<

author :solely. Unsigned oplnJon b: that of th~

3011 Monte Vista NE • 255·1694

Toda~'s

editorial board of The Daily Lobo, Nothing
±"~rlnted in The Daily Lobo neetst:aril)
te:p~esents the views of the University of New

Mexico.

9:30 a.m.-2:00p.m.

New Mexican
Cuisine
"N uestra cas a, su cas a."

Upper Ltivel

Leland Riggs, a retired special
agent of the Drug Enforcement
Administration, said in an affidavit
he was assigned to Panama in June,
1972, and placed on a her.)in
smuggling case involving Omar
Torrijos' brother, Moises.
The indictment of Moises
stemmed from a July 8, 1971, drug
raid at Kennedy International
Airport in New York, when agents
found 154 pounds of heroin on
Rafael Richard. Richard son of
Panama's ambassador to Taiwan,
claimed diplomatic immunity, but
agents found he was subject to
arrest.
Arrested with Richard was·
Nicholas Polanco, "a reported
chauffeur-bodyguard of Moises

•••
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Torrijos," Riggs said. Another
Panamanian, Guillermo Gonzalez,
was arrested the following day
upon his arrival in New York.
Riggs said subsequent investigation led to indictment of
Moises by a federal grand jury in
the eastern district of New York as
a "co-conspirator."
"On the basis of the evidence of
a warrant, I was instructed to be on
the alert to effect an arrest in the
event Moises Torrijos traveled from
Spain through the U.S. -controlled
Panama Canal Zone," Riggs said.
He was advised Moises and his wife
were traveling to Panama on a ship
that would dock in the U.S.controlled zone.

Adult Bookstore
To Be Right Turn

I

WARREN, Mich. (UP I ) - City fathers have found a new angle in their·
six-year fight against an adult book store- make it a right-turn lane.
Officials said they are negotiating with the Adult World Book Store to
acquire the suburban Detroit property needed to widen busy Nine Mile
Road at Van Dyke. The store is one of four parcels designated for the
traffic improvement project.
The store opened in November 1971 and has successfully fended off an
ordinance banning such establishments, business license denials and
repeated police raids.
City attorney W. Thomas Marrocco denied that the right-turn lane was
specifically designed to rid the city of the store.
This widening has been in our master thoroughfare plans for years, long
before the bookstore opened," he said. "But we decided to go ahead With
it now because the restaurant on the northeast corner burned down a few
months ago.
"It would be less expensive to go after all the property now, rather than
wait until (the restaurant) is reconstructed."
Marrocco said the cost of the project, which might require condemnation of the book store and a subsequent court fight, had not been
computed. But the store's attorney, Stephen M. Taylor, had his own ideas.
''And before we're finished, I c<ln assure you this could end up being a
very expensive right-turn lane."
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The pipeline has been shut down
at least three times since it began
operating last summer. The most
serious interruption was caused by
a July 8 explosion and fire at pump
station No. 8 about 38 miles south
of Fairbanks that killed one worker
and injured several more.

In 1971 N.Y. Drug Raid

.

0

0

R·eviewed

World·News
WASHINGTON (UP I) - The
federal government indicted the
brother of Panamanian Gen. Omar
Torrijos for heroin trafficking.
U.S. narcotics agents tried to arrest
him but failed, says a document
released Thursday by the Senate
subcommittee on separation of
powers.
Allegations of drug .trafficking
by Torrijos, his family and
members of his administration have
surfaced in the debate over the
controversial Panama Canal
treaties. The senate will meet in
closed session Tuesday to discuss
them.

COMPONENT STEREO SYSTEMS,
LIKE CHAINS,
ARE AS STRONG AS THE WEAKEST LINKA STEREO SYSTEM DOESN'T SOUND ANY
BEITER THAN ITS WORST COMPONENT.

The new Advent 300
Stereo Receiver
with top-rated
pre-amp section

Power

six hours.
The $9 billion pipeline had been
pumping 700,000 barrels of
Prudhoe Bay oil per day to tankers
at the southern terminal of the line
at Valdez,

Torrijos' Kin Ditched Narcs

'
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Sunshine

Alaskan Pipeline Bombed, Shut Down
FAIRBANKS, Alaska (UP!) State troopers said Thursday tbey
had no leads on who placed an
explosive charge under the Alaska
pipeline Wednesday, blowing a
two-inch hole in the j)ipe and
spilling thousands of gallons of
crude oil over four acres of isolated
forest.
Oil flow through the entire 800mile [Jipeline !'rom the Arctic to the.
Port of Valdez was shut down while
repairs were made but was expected
to resume by Friday.
.
"Somebody d<:liberately went in
there and set off an explosion,"
said Sgt. Larry Mix of the Alaska

ASUNffi
SPECIAL
ELECTION
HAS BEEN
CANCELLED
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Solar energy has come on us
these Last few years like a saving
angel. It is heralded by nearly all,
and presented by many, as the only
ans)llcr to our energy problem.
Solar energy may be the final
answer to the qu"estion of energy
; source. I fully believe it will be. used
as a major source of energy for
space heating. It will undoubtedly
be used to a great extent for the
generation of electric power. It is
finding increasing use for the
heating of domestic hot water and
probably should, at this time, be
the only energy source for the
·
heating of swimming pools.
I'm not at all sure, however, that
we arc ready for or really need at
this time, the final energy source.
Why do I' say this? I contend that
there are three primary elements
required for the viable use of solar
energy. These are: (I) a reasonable
amount of sunshine (2) a need for
the energy and •(3) a lack of an
inexpensive alternative energy
source. All three are needed to
experience a wide-spread use of this
alternative energy source.
To be widely accepted, solar
heating must be economically
attractive. There are many ways
that we can attempt to determine
the cost of solar energy. I have
made studi.es and can show a cost of
some $15 ·per million Btus for active
systems. Natural gas costs about
$3.50 per million Btus and electric
heating about $10. For this reason
when one has to dej)cnd on electric
heat, it can be seen that solar can be
considered to be a viable alternative.
Passive solar heating can be
shown to be much less expensive
than active systems. There is a
problem, however, of control,
storage and com fort in the simple
passive concept.
If one looks at the near time
potential of solar energy for
heating, it should be realized that
under the most optimistic conditions solar energy will be able to
provide something less than I 0
percent of our energy by the year
2000! We will ultimately be able to
use solar for the generation of
electricity, but there are severe
technical
constraints.
The
widespread generation of electricity,
i.e.
central
powe(
generation, by solar will not be
probably until the 1990s.
We must be aware that any new
energy source has traditionally
taken thirty years to develop
whether it was woodn coal, nuclear
power or solar. We must not expect
instant miracles.
I am greatly optimistic about
solar energy and its successful
development. I just don't want a
forced optimism followed by a
great disappointment. The greatest
boost to solar energy usage would
be the withdrawal of government
regulation from energy pricing and
production. If energy costs were
allowed to reach their realistic
levels, I then believe that solar
energy could be made more
economically attractive.
Additional solar information can
be obtained by writing the National
Solar Heating and Cooling
Information Center, P.O. Box
1607, Rockville, MD 20850, or
using their toll free number - (800)
'i23-2929 .

II
(cont. from 1>age
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Ex-Senator's Appeal Unsettled

• •

ntH within the jurisdiction of the
court. "Where the laws are specific
there is no question of interpretation," he said.
Since Fisher petitioned the· court
within the five-day time limit
required under ASUNM law,
Moody said Fisher has no time
restriction in filing the petition with

PRESENTS' A

the standards and grievance
Fisher was fined $20 by the crude technicality, and a gros'
committee.
commission for illegally posting a violation of the spirit of the law,"
When asked if he would go campaign poster and being abusive Fisher said in a letter to Pink .
before that committee, Fisher said, toward a poll worker. The comIn reference to continuing thi:,
"at the moment I'm undecided." mission later suspended half the appeal, Fisher said, "It's almost a
The question is practicarty
point of what a person's time i;
academic he said, because the fine.
"I regard the commission's worth, Is it worth the $10? I'm
incident occurred more than two interpretation or the elections code taking the time because of a matter
months ago.
in this matter to be resting on a or j)rinciplc."

CBS

CBS

CBS
CASSETTES

I OFFMFRs. S TRACK

LIST PRICE
4.98 FOR 7.98 VALUE!
Comparable savings on higher priced CBS tapes!

EARTH, WIND & FIRE ·
ALL'NALL

EW.&F.

-lud1119
Serpent.neFtn~

JUPIIH
Run'"'' Lo.u ltobd.itr J'j~tny

Billy Joel
Dave Mason

Dave Mason
Let It Flow

Paul Simon
KANSAS

Poilllt!lKuow Rrtm·u
.,,eludong'

SparksOITht!Tempe~I,Hop ..ln&lyHuman
Du~llnTheW111d

llt;lhtningdiMd Parildoo

•
I

Hmds

led Nugent
Cat Scratch ~o•J'LJr··,
ART GARFUNKEL
WATERMARK

Kenny Lo~:gins
Celebrate Me Home

Kansas
Bob James
Ted Nugent
Art Garfunkel
Kenny Loggins
AND MANY MORE ON CBS ARE ON SALE NOW !

open 7 days a week 9 o'clock until Midnight!
Happy BltthdC~.Y Carol

3500 CENTRAL AVE. S.E .
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Drug-Addicted Nun
Admits to Killings

Seeds of Racism

IS

·by Tim Gallagher

,§
~
~
~

Kids start out so innocent. But seeds of evil grow into weeds of
destruction. This was never ,more apparent to me than one day last
..t week while I waited for the bus. ··
v
The bus route is on the path to an elementary school just down the
street. (:ach morning, different groups of kids pass by. They had always
·passed by peacefully until that day when two groups mixed.
I don't know What started it, but three young Chicano boys ·were
having some disagreement with about five older anglo kids, one of
them a girl. The shouting went back and forth for a few minutes until
one very young Chicano boy, in his frustration, began .shouting in
Spanish.

z

90.1

l

"NOW HE'S TALKING SPANISH," the oldest anglo kid yelled.
"Don't they talk English in your house?"
A hopeless, helpless spectator, i watched. Would they iisten if I tried
to point out how wrong it was to say that? Would adults?
The little girl than began slugging the Chicano boys and chasing
them. One of the boys, trying ·to escape his pursuer, ran out into the
street, slipped, and fell. The bus screeched its brake.s, stopping about
five feet in front of the boy who rose rapidly and ran faster than before.

I COULDN'T FORGET THAT INCIDENT as I rode the bus to
school. It was in my mind when that long-haired guy got on, .looking
like he was stoned again. It was on my mind when that middle-aged
woman who is probably a maid, got off in front of that huge house.
And lt was on my mind when I realized that the seeds in those kids
had grown in me.
The irony of that morning has permeated my thoughts during this
past week. And just like those weeds of predjudice, they won't go
away. How did they get there? Who had the green thumb that nurtured
those thoughts and watered their leaves?
Bedford-Stuyvesant, Jackie Robinson, Martin Luther King Jr. are
images from a Brooklyn childhood that led me to believe there was
something different about blacks.
Bagels and lox, the kid down the street named Michael Cohen and
why he had to go to church on Saturday- these made Jews different.
AND THE ITALIANS. OH, THE ITALIANS. Spaghetti and
meatballs, the "dagos" my dad worked with, pointed shoes - there
was sdmething different about those Italians.
What was it in Albuquerque? Drunken Indians, rich kids from the
Heights and stupid spies in the Valley?
It probably wasn't until I went to see a play called "Lenny," about the
life of comedian Lenny Bruce, and saw his act that I realized what had
been done to me in my childhood. Neighbors, relatives, teachers,
friends and television had bombarded me, filled my brain with the idea
that all of these groups were somehow different and the one I belonged
to was the best.
NOW HOW AM I NURTURING THOSE MYTHS TODAY? How
many times had I taken a subtle slap at another race when there were
young kids around? Will my sons and daughters have to listen to me
curse out some "stupid old man, who shouldn't have license" when he
cuts me off in Coronado Shopping Center?
I am certain that one man's war against predjudice won't be 100
percent faithful. We'll all slip because the idea is so deeply ingrained.
And even if we all made a concerted effort to sto)J planting the seeds of
racism in our young, it would take generations to wipe out what has
taken generations to build.
An English professor of mine once said that to live in American is to
be a racist. At the time I disagreed, but now I agree and would like to
say that racism doesn't only encompass Americans, it takes in the
human race. We have all learned to make predjudicial judgements.
about others.
I'M NOT SAYING THAT ALL DISCRIMINATION is bad either.
The discrimination that tells you not to serve non-kosher food to a jew
during Passover is not bad, merely tactful.
The discrimination that is bad is the discrimination that teaches, "I
am different from you and therefore I am better than you.' That is the
discrimination that planted the seed that sprouted the Civil War or the
race riots over bussing in Boston.
There will be pitfalls and stumbling along the way, but the time to
start pulling those weeds and destroying those seeds has come.
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Medical students will speak to the Pre-Health Club at 8 p,m. Monday,
Feb. 20 in Mitche[l Hall room 120.3
Women in Management will ho~, Armistead, from the Gas Company of
New Mexico, as speaker at their meeting 12:15 Monday, Feb.20 in B & AS
Room 122.
""The Science of the Beyond" Transcending Body Consciousness
through Meditation on Celestial L:;·~t and Sound, will be the topic at the
Sural Sh~bd Yoga Meeting today at'i .~:!p.m. in SUB Room 253.
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"Nuclear Waste Disposal" is the topic at !he League of Women Voters
University Unit meeting. today from 12-1 p.m. in Roberts Room, Scholes
Hall. Bring sack lunch.

il
,I

Examine Closely
Editor:
The pro-nuclear letter in the Feb. 13 LOBO demands a reply by its
arrogant tone, imprecision, and specious logic. To take Mr. Shirley's
points in his order:
Doubts as to the safety of a new or unknown phenomenon are not
always laid to rest by education. To stay closer to the issue that meteor
showers, let us recall the Atomic Energy Commission's glib assurances
in the 1950s that fallout from nuclear weapons testing posed no threat
to the public health. The education of the public in this case led to the
discrediting of the "experts" and a vindication of the doubts of the few.
It is the same institution under a different guise that now assures us of
the safety of radioactive waste disposal iQ salt.
The WIPP project is defined for us as a 25-year experiment with a
retrievability option throughout. I will be excused, I hope, for my
doubts as to the "experts" certainty over the fate of the wastes (which,
incidentally, include high-level, as well as low- and intermediate-level
wastes) over the remaining 249,975 or so years of toxicity of the
plutonium they contain. There is, in fact, no expectation that the
wastes will be retrievable for even 25 years: Wendell Weart of the
Sandia Labs WIPP team told me on campus last fall that the nuclear
waste containers are not expected to survive for more than 20 years in
the highly corrosive salt. Furthermore, by that time is is expected that
the heated plastic salt will have sealed off all access to the wastes, and,
I was told, the sole issue for study (or shall we say speculation?)
thereafter will be the behavior of the salt medium- in other words,
how, when, and where the hot unconfined radioactive wastes will
travel in semi-molten salt. Would it not be desirable to have answers to
this question before we are irrevocably committed to the con·
sequences? I doubt the citizens of New Mexico or any other state will
choose to bequeath this uncontrolled and unpredictable experiment
upon their descendants.
No, I would not have asked for a demonstration that the airplane
could fly before it was built (a rather difficult proposition in any case):
but neither would I have signed on as a pilot; nor would my life or my
descendants' have been threatened by the risk of failure.
Bill Talle~

What Benefits?
Editor:
·
b
AREA's survey is an example of how easily statistics .can e
manipulated to give the results desired by the su~eyor. Ra~her 1t would
be more objective to simply lay out the benefits and nsks to New
.
Mexico of nuclear energy so that everyone can deci~e individually.
In New Mexico the one benefit of nuclear energy IS employment. It IS
provided by uranium mining and milling and by .nuclear research. The
proposed waste isolation project in Carlsbad ~111 employ around 8~
people during construction, 500 during operation and a few secuntV
guards after it has closed down.
The crucial factor in evaluating the benefit of nuclear energy is time.
How long will the economic boom starting now in New Mexico !in
Grants) last? Estimates by the mining industry range from 15 years (if
there is no change in US nuclear policy) to 30 years (if breeders are
developed and used). Thus the jobs offered today by the ural)ium mines
and mills will last, at most, a little over one generation (assume 20 years
working till retirement for each generation). When the mines and mills
close, what will happen to employment in New Mexico? There will. be a
drastic decrease in the numbers of employed and the state w1ll be
plunged in to a depression.
The only branch of th.e nuclear industry in New Mexico which might
not be drastically affected ·(but not unaffected) by the close of the
mines, is nuclear research. What effect there is, however, will not be
felt by the nuclear engineers and physicists (most of whom were
brought into N.M. by the federal government) but by the technicians,
assistants, secretaries, construction workers and others employed by
the government from the local communities.
.
l
This benefit of nuclear. energy development must be balanced aga1nst
the risks. These are risks from radiation exposure to the healt of people,
livestock, and the land.
Paul Gooris
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The International Affairs Committee will be meeting today at 4:10p.m.
in the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
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'"'Determinations of Particle Size Distributions frmn Turbidity'
Measurements" will be the seminar topic of Dr. Richard Zollars at 2 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 20 in Farris Engineering Center 303.

KUNM Program Guide
Friday, Feb. 17
UPI news 6 a.m.; 1 and 9 p.m.
KUNM news 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Jock ltllh, KUNM sports at 3 p.m.
Long Player, one hour of uninterrupted music at 7 p.m.
Asylum Show, country alcoholic
music with Malachi Mudgong at 9
p.m. to I a.m.
Saturday, Feb. 18
UPI news at 6 and 9 a.m.; I and 9
p.m.
Hot Lix, oldies from '53 to '63 at 5
p.m. to.9p.m.
The Ghetto, soul. music with Mitch
9 p.m. to I a.m.
Only The Radio, live performances
I a.m. to 5 a.m.

GHENT, Belgium (UPI) - A
nun who became a drug addict after
undergoing brain surgery has
confessed to killing three elderly
patients in her care with overdoses
of insulin, police sources said
Thursday.
The sources said police have
ordered exhumations of the bodies
of other patients at the hospital
whose deaths were suspicious.
· Cecile Bombeek, 44, known as
Sister Godfrida, was arrested
Saturday originally on charges of
forging medical prescriptions and
drug abuse. She had become a
morphine addict after she underwent brain surgery in 1976, the
sources said.
But the investigation into how
she managed to obtain the amounts
of morphine she needed soon
aroused suspicion about her
treatment of the patients in the old
people's ward of the public
assistance hospital in nearby
Wetteren.
The police sources said the nun
admitted on questioning that she
killed three patients, aged between
75 and 80, by administering
overdoses of insulin in July and
August last year.
Authorities have ordered the
exhumation of the victims for
autopsies as well as the bodies of
other former patients whose deaths

have looked suspicious. The
sources said there may have been as
many as 10 others killed by insulin
overdoses from January through
August last year.
Insulin injections are used to
keep the sugar contents down in the
blood of diabetes patients. But
when administered in high doses to
non-diabetic persons, it can cause
such a considerable drop in the
blood glucose content that the
injected person lapses into a coma
and dies after a few hours, medical
sources said.
Sister Godfrida was sent to a
private clinic for treatment of drug
addicts in Ghent on Aug. 28 last
year.
A statement issued by the Public
Assistance Board, which runs \he
Wetteren hospital, denied she had
been fired and said she was on
"sick leave."
The statement also denied some
newspaper reports the board had
known for a long time the nun was
an addict.

One More Time

Dance Classes in beginning swing, disco and tap will be forming.
Information is available at the regular Ballroom Dance Club gathering
tonight 7:30-9:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.

..
'

The'"Coalilion For Civilized Liquor Laws" will meet Sunday, Feb. 19 at
5:30 p.m. in Albuquerque Federal Savings and Loan, 4901 Central NE.
Ca11293-2500 for information.

' .f .... '
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Agora and the psychology department are sponsoring relaxation sessions
Monday, Feb. 20 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Call Agora at 277-3013 for information.
The J>hilosophy Club will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the Philosophy
Department Library. James Cranfill will speak on "Good Shepherds: A
Remembrance of the Thinker." Refreshments will be served in the lounge
on the 5th floor of Humanities.

or 20%off
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(On 1000 winter clothing units
Just brought in from a
California Clothing Store)

57!:3ROIOS!

"
SHOW
AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
located in the

General Store

STUDENT. UNION BALLROOM
sponsored by the
CHAPPARELLS

February 13th thru February 17th
Monday • Friday

111 Harvard S.E.

8:30A.M. to 9:00P.M.

(across from UNM)

Hanging and Standing Plants
at UN-extravagant prices!

8117 Menaul N.E.
(across from Hoffmantown)

by Garry Trudeau

For the best in clothing
and head supplies
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Average Teaching loads

Britain Drops Permits

]

By NICKI KARST
·
similar to summer employment in
LOBO Staff Writer
this country."
American students can now work
Most of the available jobs are in
Ill
in Great Britain for up to six
service occupations. However in the
months without going through the
past, students have held such
~ usual n.:d tape of obtaining a work
unusual positions as "grouse·;a permit, Chris, Law~enc~,, .~ beater"
and
"sex-tester",
0
promoter of the' Work m Bntam
Lawrence said.
8 program said Wednesday.
"Students are not guaranteed a
For $35 a stu,dent c~n pbt.ain· a
job once they get to llrituiiJ," he
::?:: "blue card" which entitles him to
said· "But jobs are not hard to find
~ work anywhere in Britain for any in ~laces like southern England
Z
six month period, Lawrence said.
• which is a big tourist center,"
..0
The blue card is available to any
In a survey of past participants in
~ college student between 18 and 30, the program, most students found
o. who is a U.S, citizen, When the jobs through newspaper ads or by
student enters Great Britain, he
visiting prospective employers. In
must he must have $200 to support
the cases listed, it took students
himself until he receives his. first
from 25 minutes to one week to
paycheck and he .must have proof locate jobs.
·of return trip transporatation.
For those who want to find a job
"Students shouldn't expect to get
before they leave the U.S., the.
career· related jobs," L~wn;nce
publication "Work in Britain",
said. "They can expect to fmd Jobs
which comes with the blue card,
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Campus Ministry

A Progressive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

Week-end Mid-Winter Retreat
at Sacramento
Feb. 17-19
"What good dre mountains?" Psalmsl21: 1~ 2
At the United Ministry Center
1801 Las Lomas NE 247-0497
Positive, Joyful and Christian

This Friday Night
In The

IDifiY S!l!ltlf
In The Student Union
Building Baseauent
The Soulfail Latin Sound Oi'

.t'\.danission Pt•ices
Students $1.00 each
~~~ (With J.D., Plus One Guest) ~~llj

r

S1.00each

I•nblic $2.00 each

contains addresses of British
businesses to contact. The Careers
Center on campus has a list of
American companies operating
abroad which. is is also useful in
finding.employment.
. The "Work in Britain" pro~r~m
IS sponsored by th~ Bnt1~h
Universities North Amenca Cl.ub m ·
conjuncti~n with the Coun~Il on
International
Educational
Exchange. For applications and
additional information contact the
International Office, 1717 Roma
NE.

N Msu
can ce Is
Eq us'

'

uo~

The president of New Mexico
State University said Thursday he
has decided to cancel the
production of the controversial
play "Equus" unless the district
attorney's office recinds its{)rder to
arrest performers who appear nude
on stage.
The district attorney from Dona
Ana County ordered NMSU police
to monitor the play and make the
necessary arrests. He said the play
violated indecent exposure laws in
the state.
The performance of "Equus"
had been scheduled for Thursday
Feb. 23, before ihe president
cancelled it.

Scholarship
Winners
Announced
Thirty-four semi-finalists in the
National
Merit
Scholarship
Qualifying Test, along with 133
other UNM
freshmen
and
sophomores, this year are all
recipients of the UNM Presidential
Scholarship.
The scholarship, designed to
retain the state's most outstanding
high school graduates, is a $600
annual award granted initially to
incoming
freshmen.
The
scholarship
is
continued
throughout the student's undergraduate career provided he or
she maintains a prescribed level of
achievement .
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Biggest Stereo Sale
in History • • •
5005 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
across from La Belles

262-0858

Discount Prices Make Us The Great American Custom
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The Legendary

FREEBIES

I

FRIDAY

1 ~2AM First 20 Customers Free Album
2·3AM FIT5t Fem•le Stres/cer•FREE PR.
ECI SPEAKERS(Must pe over 18}
3-4AM First 10 Customers·FREE 3 Ssm·
piss of Engflsh Leather Cologne
4·5AM First 20 Customers in P.J. 's, 10%"
(Jfl any un•dtfertlsed spticlals
5-6AM First 10 Customers, FREEl Moxefl
UDXL/1 Cossette (7.50 vsluo}

The Savings Continue

CONTINUOUS SAVINGS

We're makln' stereo history again! Now is your cha~ce
to be a part of H. You've put oH the joy of stereo long
enough! We're going all out, NON·STOP for 48 Hours,
to bring you the greatest buYS on the stereo YOU want.
Join the sell·a·bration and save big on the Top Names
In Stereo. Hurry, ~uantities are lilnit~d fin som~ items.

We're makin' stereo history again! Now is your chance
to be a part of it. You've put oH the joy of stereo long
enough! We're going all out, NON·STOP for 48 Hours
to bring you the greatest buys on the stereo YOU want:
~oin the sell·awbration and save big on the Top Names
m Stereo. Hurry, quantities are limited on some items.

CHECK THE HOURLY
SPECIALS
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ASK US
ABOUT CONVENIENT
MONTHLY PAYMENTS, OR
NO INTEREST LAYAWAY.
*Limit 1 per Customer
Cash Price

PIONEER RT707

-

*•399i5

No Dealers Please

o

...

The besl90 mtn casselle made

Get alllhe music and lmd out

what you've been mise.mg.
Advanced dsign, diamond
stylus. AT911 E.

Fl·f!' S12995

PIONEER PL530

Full-auto Otrect~Dnve
Turntable & Base

BIC FORMULA 5
Orenr1 speakers exceptional

uuu·.j;:'--4

Pioneer CTF Z121
Cassette Recorder
With Dolby

MAXELL UDXLII

FREEBIES
SATURDAY

Open for ~8
Continuous
Hours
Around the
Clock

AUDIO TECHNICA
TRACKS

*$159 95

Reei!O Reel Enjoymenl •

***Limit 24 per Customer
Cash Price

~

Open for 48 Continuous Hours
Around the Clock

'

**Limit 2 per Customer
Cash price

-

00

SANYOFT480
AM/FM Stereo CaSMI!e

iW
TEACA3~

1-2AM First20 Customers FREE ALBUM
2·3AM First Female Streaker FREE PE
TURNTABLE(Must be over 18}
3·4AM First 10 Customers in P.J.'s·FREE

Free TS690 P1r

d:t

S~kers

1

Recoton Cleaning Cloth
4·5AM First 10 Customers In P.J.'s &
Cowboy Hat! 15% Of/ Unadvert.
Specials
5-6AM First 10 Customers·FREE TDK
SAC·90 Cassette $6 Value!

3 heads & plenty more

"'$aggus

ALLDAY SPECIAL

SONY TV AND BETAMAX

The lops in Visual excitement are yours, at
special Marathon Prices. Check 'em ouU

Special Marathon Prices
No Phone Quotes,
or Layaways,
Please

NEVER BEFORE UNDER $300

Starts 6 p.m. Friday til
6 p.m. Sunday

*umit 1 per Customer
Cash Price
**Limit 2 per Customer
Cash price
***L·tmt't2 4 per Customer
Cash Price
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SANVO FT1876

MATCHED COMPONENTS
SOUND GREAT!

'i .
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ALL DAY SPECIAL

-

-

Only $30,7 ~ m0.

PIONEER RECEIVES!

52:1
liiil *$49995

BIC 920
Flcal per''}frr.artc.e

Sansul

sc 2000
Cassette
With Dolby

TEACA4300
4 btg hPads Autof>1J.i r reverS('

Turntame Qn:y

The SX·750 AM/FM Receiver delivers
the best stereo at THE exceptional
price. Features abound and 50 •watts
of power, makes it a super great buy.

·ALL DAY SPECIAL

·-!J.

Sansui and Custom Hi Fi bring you pro sound at an extraordinary
prlce.lncluded are the TU217 AM/FM Stereo Tuner the AU217
Integrated Amp, the great SC111 0 Stereo Cassell~ Deck the
SR2~2 Bell Drive Turntable with base, dustcover and AT:g1o
Carlrodge. The toppers are ECI's Spectrum 3001's that make all
the ~ounds sound great! Included FREE: Sansui's Knockout
lookmg "PRO RACK".

Our Jowest prtce on this e:a:ceptional
speaker. The ECI LEGEND 10 tea·
tutes the sound you can relate to,
concert clarity with full range curves.
Abig 12"'wooferlsjustthebeginning.

•sowaHaperctlanMI@ 8ohmns, 20-20,CXlO Hz
with no mont lt!an 0.1% THO

__..~·

BIC1000
-~:.
Top hne. Olu?CI-dllve ~

$199 95 *

(II.) PIONEER

ALL DAY SPECIAL

Cash price 799.95 & 4.25u/o state & local tax.
63.95 down & 30 payment of 34.21 which In·
eludes credit life & property insurance APR
19.34% deferred p~ment price 1110..25

SANSUI 6060 RECEIVER '"'""''"'·"'"··"~;,a·..--111!!1

[I\

The buy of ~ lifetime is here now! rr;:;;~~~~~~~~~
AM/FM Stereo pertormance excel!s
I
and, with 40 •watts of power, you'll
enjoy rich, enlightening sounds for

many yearS to come. •40 watts RMS per
.;)
() () 0 Q
channei (iil a ohmns, 20.20,000 Hz with no ,_;:...•_·_ _..;_...;;._....;_.::.....J

BIC Form 6
4 Way System

5 169~~-

more than 0.4% THO.

ALLDAYSPECIAL

_,.\:XJ..,

~lo...~

PWS:
Channel Master 6005
Quality 8 T Recorder

NEW, ESPECIALLY FOR YOU!

$499 9 ~~-~

-

I·--~- ·. ·· ··· I
An incredibro perfectly matched performar:~ce Package. SANSUI's
new G~3000is a Oynamfc AM/FM Stereo Receiver with the power
and perform ace youneBd. SANSUI's SR222 Belt Drive Turntable is
an exceptional mover with base; dustcover and AT910 Cartridge.
ECI's PROFIL.E 620'& ar& the voice of this mind-.expanding system

only S2534 mo
ALL DAY SPECIAL

PIONEER's KP4000 ln·Dash AM/FM Cassette unit brings the joy ol
music to your car at the exceptional Marathon price! @PIONEER

5005 Menaul NE

ALLDAYSPECIAL

Across From Labelles

262-0858

~
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ECI SPECTRUM 5001

Cash price 499.95 & 4.25% state & local tax. 52.20
down and 24 monthly payments of 25.34 which include
credlt llfe and property Insurance APR 20.24%
deferred price 660.36

CUST~M

HI·FI

Discount Centers

Discount Prices Make Us The Great American Custom

Wbat a deal! This speaker system
features a huge 15" woofer lor heart
pounding realism you have to
"experience~~ to fully comprehend!

~$299 95 si
5005 Menaul NE
Across Froni Labelles

.262a0858

THE CARTRIDGE
YOU NEED

No one item can improve
stereo performance as much
as I he AT·912 cartridge. Hear

ss~~~:~:EC'M

SONY TV AND BETAMAX
The tops in Visual excitement are yours, at
special Marathon Prices, Check 'em out!
I'

Special Marathon Prices
No Phone Quotes,
or Layaways,
Please
SONY'
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GREAT

Choosy people choose Custom Hi·Fi professionally matched
Stereo Systems. Our staff of audio specialists carefully
selected these components for their exceptional compatablity
and purity of sound. They sound great together and you save a
bundle! Now's your chance to go stereo, TODAY!

SAVINGS-ON 9 GREAT SYSTEMS.
GREAT STEREO
CAN BE YOURS••• TODAY!

SERIOUS STEREO..
AFFORDABLY YOURS

When you've made that great decision to go stereo, do it
right! We've carefully matched these components to
bring you serious stereo at the budget price. Sansui's
AU117 Stereo Integrated Amplifier, the pro's way to go!
BSR's 2260 Fully Automatic Multiple play Turntable
complete with base, duatcover and cartridge, and ECI'a
Profile 420 Speakers, make this hHI package a sure
winner.
·

. ... CONTINUING A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK AT THE BEST IN
.AMERICAN MOVIES DURING THE PAST HALF-CENTURY.
MORE POWER... GREAT SOUND!

Great stereo need not cost a fortune. The cost differ·
ences lie in more power and extra features you may not
feel you need. Here's high quality, with Sanyo's 2100K
AM/A~ Stereo Receiver, the one that has the power and
specs to do justice to· ECI's dyn-o·mite Profile 400
Speakers. BSR's 2260 Total Turntable Package moves
yoor records with professional care and comes com·
plate. All together now, A Wln'nerl
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Bonho.m, Knight, Po.rker o.nd Co.rmlcho.el

Tutn Vout Rnydio On
RaydiolArista AB 4163

PIONEER QUALITY... YOU KNOW/

Guaranteed specs make the Onkyo TX1500 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver an exceptional component. The heart of
your music system, It's really a masterpiece of design
and performance. Matched specifically to B.I.C.'s 920
Belt Drive Turntable, the multiple play model with base,
dustcover and cartridge, and ECI's incomparable Profile
600 Speakers with big 12" woofers, you have a system
that makes beautiful music together.

At Custom Hi·FI, we carry only the best. Pioneer lives up
to our reputation. The best selling SX650 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver forms the basis of one superb set•up. Power
and flexibility are here to make your sounds come alive.
Pioneer's PL115 Belt Drive Turntable with AT91 0 Car·
tridge is a definite pro. ECI's magnificent Profile 660
Speakers bring thundering bass and shimmering highs
into your home. Check it out.

$

$59995®~0N~

fJgga5
KYO~
At
00~
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POWER AND CLEAN
SOUNDS ARE YOURS.

The high ranking Sansui 7070 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
offers you outstanding flexibility and power with quality
from Sansui, naturally. A masterpiece of technology that
will amaze you. Dual's 1241 Belt Drive Turntable brings
the subtle nuances of your music through for you and
comes complete with base, duslcover and AT911 Car·
!ridge. ECI's Legend X Speaker Systems feature huge
12" woofers In the latest design enclosure for Increased
bass response and magnificent performance.

New musical artists are climbing
to more gratifying heights in rock,
jazz and disco music and the new
soulful group Raydio, is the latest
big hit to• the world of sound. It is
full oT sensual rhythm and hot fiery
funk.
.
Raydio is four songsters consisting of Vincent Bonham, Jerry
Knight, Arnell Carmichael and Ray
Parker Jr. (a musical star in his own
right, having produced the album
as well as writing hits for such
groups as Rufus).
With their new single," Jack and
Jill" dashing atop the singles
column ... the album isn't far
behind. Songs 'such as "Is This A
Love Thing," "You Need This (To
Satisy That)," "Me" and "Get
Down" set definite tones to move
even the average music listener. The
sound of Raydio will be riding high
wjth such star groups as the
Commodores, Bar Kays and
Brothers Johnson.

The group has fine insirumental
support by Ollie Brown on drums,
Ken Peterson on trumpet, Horatio
Gordon on sax and Melvin Ragin
(Wah Wah Watson) on guitar.
As one song from the album
suggests, "Let's go all the way. " .
And with their instant success, they
will do just that. For the future
success of Raydio, the sky is the
limit.

All for Love
All in the Name of Love/ John
Hartford/Flying Fish Records 044

By ROBERT SPlEGEL
John Hartford's All in the Name
of Love shows no new experimentation that might be expected from Hartford, but it is a
solid colection of songs, all of
which relate to the album's title. As
usual, Hartford stays away from
sentimental love ballads and offers
a clever look at the seedier sides of
love's battles.
Two old songs, "Gentle on My
Mind" and "Boogie " are included
here. Though the new recording of
"Gentle on My Mind" is excellent,
perhaps Hartford's best recording
of the classic, its presence on the
record stands as a comparison to
the newer material. Unfortunately,
the new stuff just isn't as good.

SINGIN' IN THE RAIN

Wed, Mar 1, thru Tues, Mar 7
Marl on Branda & Eva Marie Saint
OSCAR WINNER: "'BEST FILM OF 1954"
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"

ON THE WATERFRONT

Maya Plisetskaya & the Bolshoi Ballet

PLISETSKAYA DANCES
Wed, April 26 thru Tues, May 2
Humphrey Bogart & Lauren Bacall

TOHAVEANDHAVENOT

MY MAN GODFREY
THE BEACHCOMBER

Ingrid Bergman & Leslie Howard
INTERMEZZO
1939

Sansui's SOBODB AM/FM Stereo Receiver has it all plus
Dolby Noise Reduction for clean, clear highs foryournol·
so-quiet nights. Big power is a must for concert level
performance and this one's got it. Sansul's new SR535
Direct·Drive Turntable performs like the PRO it is and
comes complete with base, dustcover and AT912SA
Cartridge. ECI's Infamous Image 1A Tower Speakers
features two 8" woofers and plezo tweeter for deep
down bass and shimmering highs.

When you want the best, come to Custom Hi·Fi. Legend·
ary performance is yours with Pioneer's SX1 050 AM/FM
Receiver. Every feature you could possibly want is here,
and then some. Perfectly matched for performance and
quality is Pioneer's PL550 Quart PLL Direct Drive Turn·
table that transports your records with the utmost in
accuracy and dependlbility. Equipped with Audio
Technica's phenomenal AT14SA Cartridge. ECI's Image
Ill Towers round out this superb system. They are great,
with a huge 12" woofer and passive radiator for the
sounds you feel and hear at the same time.

PIONEER SUPER SYSTEM

$6999
@PION~~-

Spec I
Specll
TX 950011
SG 9500E.
RG 1
RT 2022
PL570

$·1 995
••

I

·• .:

DO

PL510
AT910,AT20SL
2 HPM 150
2 Spectrum 5001
20 pr. Gold·ens
CTF 1000
RH65

SE505
Recoton AC 302
Dlscwasher
Total Sound Guard
Zerostat
1 roll18 Gauge Wire
RBM 44 S-Track Cleaner
RBM 45 Cassette Cleaner
63TR Demagnetiser
RBM 43 Editor
5 UDXLII 90 min.
UD 351800'
5 Metal Reels 10 1/2"
Beam Box

The Union (sub) Theatte
Tlfumph Of The Will

1938

1936
1939

Wed, May 10, thru Tues, May 16
Humphrey Bogart & Walter Huston
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"

Wed, Mar 15, thru TL.es, Mar 21
Marjoroe Main & Percy Kilbride

THE TREASURE OF THE
SIERRA MADRE

1949

Tony CurtiS

1950

1948

Errol Flynn & V1veca Lmdfors

ADVENTURESOFDONJUAN
(Color)

Wed, Mar 22, thru Tues, Mar 28
Katharine Hepburn

1948

PLUS BONUS CARTOON "'Tin Pan Alley Cats"

1933

Wallace Beery & Jack•e Cooper

1934

Wed, Mar 29, thru Tues. April 4
Charlie Chaplin Laurel & Hardy Buster Keaton
Ben Turpm Fatt.Y Arbuckle The Keystone Kops
WHEN COMEDY WAS KING 1960
The .Marx Brothers

1940

Wed, May 17, thru Tues, May 23
Tony Perkins & Janet Leigh
AFI HONORS: "'TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"
Alfred Hitchcock's PSYCHO 1960
Marlene D~etrich & James Stewart

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN

1939

Wed, May 24, thru Tues, May 30
Bing Crosby & Barry Fllzgerald
OSCAR WINNER: "'BEST FILM OF 1944"

GOING MY WAY

THE PHARMACIST

HEIGHTEN YOUR PERCEPTION

1M5

Charles Laughton & Elsa Lanchester

W.C. Fields

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY...
DOWN HOME SOUNDS

1964

Wed, May 3, thru Tues, May 9
Carole Lombard & W1lliam Powell

Alfred Hitchcock's REBECCA

GO WEST

1966

(Color)

THE DAWN PATROL

Wed, Mar 8, thr~ Tues, Mar 14
Laurence Olivier & Joan Fontaine
OSCAR WINNER: "BEST FILM OF 1940"

FRANCIS (THE TALKING MULE)

Prokofiev's ROMEO AND JULIET BALLET

PLUS BONUS CARTOON. Robert Clampett's
"Bacall to Arms"

PLUS BONUS CARTOON, Tex Avery's art-deco
"Page Miss Glory"'

TREASURE ISLAND

1941

Errol Flynn,& David Noven

Ronald Colman & Jane Wyatt
LOST HORIZON 1937

LITTLE WOMEN

THE MALTESE FALCON

Wed, April 19, thru Tues, April 25
Rudolph Nureyev & Margot Fonteyn
The Royal Ballet and Orchestra

Gloria Swanson
-Wllliam Holden
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"'
SUNSET BOULEVARD 1950

Zasu Pitts

Hump~rey Bogart Peter Lorre Sydney Greenstreet
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"

PLUS BONUS CARTOON, Tex Avery's
'Thugs with Dirty Mugs"

1952

Wed, Feb 22, thru Tues, Feb 28
Charlie Chaplin
THE GOLD RUSH 1925

Donald O'Connor

1938

(Color)

(Color & CinemaScope)

MA AND PA KETTLE

------------------------------THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD

G'ene Kelly
Debbie Reynolds
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"
(Colori

-

Wed, April 12, thru Tues. April 18
Errol Flynn & Olivia de Havilland

Wed, Feb 15, thru Tues, Feb 21
Leslie Caron & Maurice Chevalier
OSCAR WINNER: '-'BEST FILM OF 1958"

GIG I

.

FEBRUARY 15 THRU JUNE 6

.

.~r

Pioneer makes it so you know It's great. At Custom Hi·Fi
we know you like your music clean and with Pioneer's
SX450 AM/FM stereo receiver, the sounds come through
for you, beautifully. Plenty of power to drive ECI's Profile
600 Speakers with ease and enough flexibility to custom
design your sounds. S<lnsul's SR222 Belt Drive Turntable
· handles your records with care and comes complete with

ByPRESTONJ.DENNARD

ONKYO... OH, WOW!

-

Substantial student
discount every
Monday and
Tuesday.

-,.:

Charles Laughton & Zasu Pitts

1933

Wed, Apr;'l 5, thru Tues, April 11
Natalie Wood
George Chak1riS Rita Morena
OSCAR WINNER: "BEST FILM OF 1961"
AFI HONORS: "TOP 50 FILMS OF ALL TIME"

WEST SIDE STORY

RUGGLES OF RED GAP

W~:U, Mar 31, thru Tues. June 6
Charlton Heston Betty Hutton James Stewart
OSCAR WINNER: "BEST FILM OF 1952"

GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

(Color & CinemaScope)
PLUS BONUS CARTOON, Fr1z Freleng's

1935

!Colorl

The Marx Bros. & Margaret Dumont

'We're in the MOney"

AT THE CIRCUS

1939

ON. THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
SUNSHINE THEATRE
Central at 2nd 242·9741 Acres of Parking
Matinee• every Wednaaday at 1 :00 P.M.

•
.-,_,.

Friday 7:00 and 9:15
Satutday
Charlie Chaplin's
Gold Rush and The Pawn Shop

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

H ·FI
Tuscan
254g"5 Broadway
Tuscon Arizona

Tempe,.
913 South Mi~
Tempe Arizona

Main Phoenix
4015 D.N. 16th
Phoenix Arizona

Phoenix II
3529 Northern
Phoenix Arizona

7:00, 9:15 o.nd 11:00
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Coma Lacks the .Wit of Westworld

~
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Coma, directed by Michael
Crichton, is playing at 1he
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema

&
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By DAN HUMENICK
Genevieve Bujold, who was so
beautiful in DePalma's Obsession
and Lelouch's Another Man,
Another Chance, has the look of a
tired old woman in Coma, an~ with
good reason: her character, Dr.
Susan Wh~!eler, has discovered a

Reviews

0
u
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~

.z"

diabolical consipra~y at the Boston
Memorial Hospital and this
knowledge has set her up for some
mental and physical torment by the
conspirators.
It seems young patients are being
anesthetized into comas, and their
vegetablized bodies are being used
for fiendish medical purposes.
Geneviere risks her life attempting
to analyze the situation, and the
creepy goings-on take their toll on

r-f
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1:20
3:30
5:40
7:50
10:00

LOUISIANA BLVD.

'

CINEMA: I·:O:·J;Jl:
299-4412
-f-40'1I'I:OOISJANA-8LV-D.
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IS SPREADING.
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lOHN TRAVOLlA,

~llTUT1DilY.
NIGH

FEVEn

the poor woman by the film's end.
Bujold, one of the best actresses
around, manages to create· a
sympathetic character, which is not
too difficult to an achievement
under the circumstancees.
. MiChael Crichton is an efficient
filmmaker. Weslworld, his first
effort, was made on a painfully low
budget, but the funny, inventive
script and Crichton's reasonably
stylish, intentionally cliche-ridden
direction made it a diverting and
enjoyable entertainment. Coma
shows Crichton's development as
an entertainer- he knows what
he's doing, and he exhibits a fast,
unpretentious ability to create
suspense.
. But Coma is a tota}ly cold and
impersonal exercise, building its
suspense from well-worn (though
admittedly still effective) set
pieces- the archaic perceptionsfailing, drug-in-the-drink bit, some
chases and those leering close-ups
of the bad guys (hilarious per. formances here by Richard Widmark, Elizabeth Ashley and
especially Rep Torn).
The film works, but not well
enough to make it a classic chiller,
or even a good one. Crichton is not
yet exciting enough to make
memorable movies. If anything,
he's too controlled- he doesn't get
loose enough.
In last year's best horror offering, the little seen Shock Waves,

director Ken Wiederhorn filled ·the
screen with many of the stock terror
devices Crichton uses, but with a
more ·assured ·hand. Wiederhorn
wasn't afraid to fill his film with
humor, and, .as Crichton did in
Westworld he made fun of the
. genre's conventions- the finale of
Shock Waves is one of the most
outrageously daring, and one of the
funniest, endings to come along in
years. Wiederhorn's sense of fun
was apparent in every frame, which
made it a most exhilarating experience ..
Coma, made on a much larger
budget than Shock Waves, is
ultimately a failure because of its
lack of humor or directorial verve.
Crichton needs to replenish himself
with the sense of satire he showed in
Westworld. Coma is an okay entertainment, but it may mark the
downfall of a very talented man.
However, if he can continue to
further develop his visual style
while putting a stop to being so
deadly serious, Crichton just might
join the ranks of such comtemporaries
as
Spieldberg,
DePalma and Wiederhorn.
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12:30·2:40·4:50· 7:00·9:15
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THEMALL
CJ:NEMA

2268 WYOMING BLVD. N.E. 298-5505

Saturday & Sunday
11 :30·2:00·4:30-7:00·9:30

WE ARE NOT ALONE

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND

Patients hang In suspense on the threads of life In
ffilchael Crichton's "Coma."

Betsy Stalls Out
The Betsy, directed by Daniel Petrie, is showing at the Coronado Four.
By DAN HUMENICK
The Other Side of Midnight may well have been last year's worst major
studio release, but at least it had a story. The Betsy is virtually plotless
mass of celluloid, and is already a contender for "The Worst Film of 1978
Award." Any movie that can get lousy performances from Laurence
Olivier, Robert Duvall and Edward Herrmann has got to be bad. To make
matters even worse, the supposed male sex-machine who attracts every
female in sight is played by Tommy Lee Jones, a particularly ugly individual. Like the film itself, he looks stupid and is quite uninteresting.
Nobody can claim to expect anything but slime from a movie based on a
Harold Robbins' bestseller, but why does The Betsy have to be so boring?
There is only one interesting moment in the entire torturous two hours.
This is when Kathleen Beller, who plays a girl named Betsy (hence the title
of the motion picture currently being reviewed i this article), takes off all
her clothes and docs the bunnyhop around a swimming pool.
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WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 21.
CONTACT PLACEMENT
OFFICE TO ARRANGE
AN INTERVIEW.
Candidates must have a BS or MS in Physics, or a
BSEE or BSME in Engineering.

NORTHROP

1800 Century Park East, Los Angeles, CA 90067
!'iril !'limnri·s
\lurrler n~ J:>t>ath
J1frt~
A~tllw Chri~lit!\

tfw PriH;I't'lllion
Feb HJ-20-21

\\ ihwss fur

SHOWTIMES
Weekdays 7:00 & 9:00
Sat & Sundays 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30
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As League Leading Lobos Host Cellar Dweller UTEP

Numbers Important to Lobos

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
With the 1977-78 Western
Athletic O:mference basketball
season winding to a close, numbers,
especially. in the New Mexico
won/lost column, now become
..

increasingly important to the
Lobos.
The Lobes m!lst keep the number·
in the won colum·n growing whUe
keeping the number in the lost
column where it is now, at zero.
Tl:ie only way the Lobes can

accomplish this is to put more
numbers (points) on the scoreborad
Saturday night against the Texas-El
Psaso Miners who bring their 1-8
WAC mark in to the Pit.
,
Saturday night's game, which
pits the league leading Lobes

against the· cellar dweller Miner.s,
will be aired live over KOB RadiO
with Mike R?berts and telecast on a
delayed basis at 10:30 p.m. on
KOB-TV with Henry Tafoya.
_The Lobes, who lead the':" AC
with a 9-0 mark, need an Anzona
State win over Utah in Tempe to
take pressure off next Thursday
night's UNM game in Salt Lake
City with the Utes.
The Sundevils, who were blown
away earlier in the year in Salt Lake
Lake City are expected to "return
the favor" to Utah.
Last weekend, UNM and UTEP
each defeated the Sundevils on each
school'S h0n1e COUrt •

''

'Qevil coach Ned Wulk said,
"We just played poorly at El Paso.
It was one of our worst efforts in
some time. We played much bett~r
against the Lobos, and were well in
the game until the final minutes.
We just didn't have the hourse to
pull il out.,
Lobo coach Norm Ellenberger
said, "Arizona State played a super
game against us Saturday night and
it just proved how easy it is to get
up for us. Not only are we
nationally ranked, but to make
things worse, we have the longest
win streak in the nation."
The Lobes played an equally
(cant,
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LOBO pholo by W. Terr)l Hunl •

The Lobo women cagers trek to the Colorado Rockies
for two conference tilts.

LOBO Seeking
To Avenge Loss

The Lobos need an ASU win over Utah to give UNM
more breathing room.

~

Waylon
&Willie

WAC Weekend
SATURDAY ACTION:
BRIGHAM YOUNG AT ARIZONA
UTAH AT ARIZONA STATE
(TVS Game of the Week 2 p.m. Channel4)
TEXAS EL PASO AT NEW MEXICO
WYOMING AT COLORADO STATE

RCII

By PRESTON DENNARD
LOBO Arts W1iter
The bitter rivalry between the
New Mexico Daily LOBO and the
favored ASUNM squad continues
Saturday at 5 p.m. preceding the
UTEP-New Mexico game.
The LOBO players will try to
avenge an 81-77 overtime loss to the
government earlier in the season.
Two players sparked the play in
that heated contest. Preston "Dr.
Magic" Dennard put in 36 points
for the losing team and Jumping
Jack Fortner had 24 for the victorious squad.
Playing for the Daily LOBO wilt
be Dennard, Wendell "T-Bone"
Hunt, Tim "Irish Stallion"
Gallagher, Brian "Slam Bunk"
Matthews, Peter "Chimayo Kid"
Madrid, George "Broken Leg"
Gesner, Frank "Bad Ad" Salazar,
Howard "Space" Pace, Ed "Larry

Keith''
Johnson,
Peter
"De Vargas" Ricker and Stacy
.. .
. ,
Ammat1on Innerst.
.
The ASUNM ~quad ~ons1sts ~f
tl~e fastest pre',I~e.nt m. UNM s
h1stor;; \?m ~V1lhams, Fortn~r,
R.J.
DJ Lamo, Dave Garcia,
R~bert Rozzel, John Kelso, Mark
Seidman, Eloy Chavez and Don
Schade.

ODYSSEY RECORDS
& TAPES will be giving
away 5 Waylon & Willie
mirrors on Saturday,
February 25th

LOBO
Prey
..
MEN'S TRACK-The UNM track

9 o'clock till midnight 7 days

Presents

VIDEOTAPES

Beatles II
Feb. 20-26
10-3 pm 0GIIy
In meso. Lounge In The tU. Corne-l Of The Sub
Re~oss from Pton~ol
An ASUNffi/Student Actlvltl.-a Ptoductlon

3500 Central Avenue SE. #16

Colorado
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"scrappy team. They don't really
have that much talent, but they
have quick guards," Marpe said.
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Regularly $2.98

'NOW

SPECIAL OFFER

COPIES FOR STUDENTS &

FACUL TV

VA~I\1:~
0«3 VI:V ~

Parker's big, warm,
friendly pen now at a
special price.

present

ID card

WHILE YOU WAIT
<j>THE PARKER PEN COMPANY

• prompt, courteous service • convenient off stroot parking • collating and
Stapling, drilling and binding l..sdl!Jonll ~~ • OpolO KIV80 (1) days II Week to
glw you mote service • oHset printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.
DATA CO'S oonr~plfor lht opndtlo~ of • copf/nl tMd prltrllnl bUJ!nns
fJ SER VICE. ......NOW..N ... It-1/EN YOU NEED IT/ .And rnoiiz1r ~u,pnrrnt,
IJ/JII/ty,

iflld

ln#ntd {'fflOnntllo h(lndft ~til your ropy/nz lind prlntfnt nffdJ.

Gift Department at
UNM Bookstore

241-2&41

11l2 LOMAS NE IC«_. ol

U"l-~yl

(on campus)

NLJmbers

I

,

The Institute of lnternat1o"al Medical Education offers
total medical education leading to practice In the U.S.
1. M.S. in cooperation with recognized colleges and
universities in the United States leading to advanced
placement in Spanish, Italian or otHer fore1gn med1cal
schools or veterinary medical schools.
2. While in attendance at the medical school, the
Institute will provide a supplemental Basic Medical
Sciences Curriculum which prepares students for transfer into an American medical. school. (COTRANS)
3. For those students who do not transfer, the Institute
provides accredited supervised clinical clerksh1ps at co-.
operating Un1ted States hospitals.
4. During the f1nal year of foreign medical school, the
Institute provides a supplemental and comprehensive
clinical medicine curriculum which prepares the student
to take the ECFMG examination.
The Institute has been responsible for processing more
American students to foreign medical schools than any
other orgimlz:atlon.
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Char1ered by the Regents at the Un~~.•erstly ol the Stale ol New York

3 East 54 Street, New York 10022

(212) 832-2089

II
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We've Got A New Idea

Student Activities A
Sugg. List
Price

Northern

~

8
o

Among the 29 players to sign the national letter of intent Wednesday was
All-State and All-American running back Mike Carter of Albuquerque
Sandia who announced UNM as his choice Saturday afternoon.
Of the 24 high school players .and five junior college transfers, 10 are
New Mexico products. ll)cluded in the New Mexico tO is Jerry Apodaca
Jr. of Santa Fe High, son of New Mexico Governor Jerry Apodaca.
The 1978 UNM signees include: Carter, 5-1 1,180; Apodaca 5-9 165; Bill
Kouri, 6-2,220 (Sandia); Keith Adle6-0,192 (Alb. Highland); Jeff Allaway
6-2,22.5 (Sandia); Gregg Azar 5-10, 185 (Sandia); Reggie Waites6-1, 170
(Alb. Manzano); Scott Petty 6-3, 19.5 (Clovis High); Don Elliott 6-3, 230
(Las Cruces Mayfield); Jim Bird 6-2, 220 (Alamogordo High); Jim Brooks
6-1,195 (Colorado Springs; Eddie Gitl6-1, 250 (Brownwood, Tex.); Gregg
Adams 6-3, 200 (Hood, Tex.); Roy Hall 6-4, 232 (Cooper's Cove, Tex.);
Jamie F9x 5-11, 195 (Tucson, Ari.); Larry Hogan 6-3, 200 (Tucson); Jake
Simpson, 6-1, 195 (Tucson); Mark Williams 6- t, 180, brother of Lobo AllWAC running back Mike Williams, (El Paso); Andrew Jones 5-11, 173 (El
Paso); John Sylvester 5-11, 240 (San Antonio); Stacy Croyell .5-11, 195
(Wheatridge, Colo.); Frank Sackett 6-7, 261 (Golden, Colo.); Mel Polk 63, 205 (San Antonio); Johnny Plumley 6-3, 20.5 (Borger, Tex.); Scott
Decker 6-3,225 (La Pinta, Cal.); James Manor 6-6, 245 (Lynwood, Cal.);
John Ray 6-6, 250 (Long Beach City College); Lyn Westley 6-4, 253,
(Ranger, Tex.); and Shirley Gener Gay 6-5, 255 Henderson County JC,
Texas).

team tra vets to San Diego
Saturday to compete in the San
Diego Invitational. It
witt be a warmup for the WAC
indoor championships to be
(cont. from pogo 14}
held in Poctatello, Idaho Feb. 2425.
good game against ASU, good MEN'S SKIING-The Lobo skiers
en ought to come out with a· win. of coach George Brooks travel
But Tuesday night against Hawaii,
to Winter Park, Colo. for the
the Lobo's play was far from NCAA regional meet.
spectacular.
WOMEN'S GOLF-The fern
Saturday night the Lobes must linkers of coach Henry Sandles
get back on a positive mental track travel
to down the young but rising
Tucson, Ari. for a meet sponMiners.
sored by the Wildcat women.

M (' . ·'· s
~~""-·-·
M.D. In FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOLS

7.98 Mfrs.

Colorado have 4-3 records .
The top four teams in the conference after regular season play,
will fight among each other in a
play-off to determine which one
qualifies for the national tournament.
Marpe said she thinks her team
will he in trouhlc in their bid to
make the top four if they don't
come away with two wins this
weekend.

please

Record~

COME IN
AND
REGISTER FOR
THE DRAWING!

Marpe, whose Lobes whipped
Colorado earlier by nine, said of
Lady Buffs, "They're very tall, but
they are not a real fast team. We
had success pressing them last
titne,"
Colorado starts~ three women
over 6-foot, while UNM has Carol
Moreland (6-4) as their only ploycr
over 6- foot.
Currently UNM is tied for third
with Weber State and Utah State,
while Brigham Young is undefeated
at 7-0 and Utah holds second-place
at 6-l.
Colorado
and
Northern

Grid Recuits
Announced

page 15)

Lobos need to down the Miners to extend their
WAC lead.

The UNM women's basketball
team packs it up and hits the road
this weekend to snowy Colorado,
playing Colorado, Friday and
Northern Colorado, Saturday.
~ UNM is coming off a five-game
home stand, winning a!! five games
and upping their Intermountain
Conference record to 5-2. The two
locoes came on the road at Utah
and Brigham Young.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said
the Lobo women were tired during
practices this week because of tests
they have had to study for, but said
she hopes they will be ready to go
come game time Fridav.

For Breakfast (or Lunch)

Try
.

Fresh 3 egg omelette pt·epared to order
·\\·ith your choice of fillings

TI,J.eO.melette Shopp~s located _
adjacent to the Sweet Shop i11 the
Tio Vivo area, main f1oor New Mexico Uniort

_
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...,..... ·------

SPECIAl
COLLECTIONS

5.

~

-

LOWEST PRIC:E RECORDS & Jape~ in New
Me.'1:ico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down
easy" saJe.-all 6.98 list LP's 1 3.99, all 7.98 list LP's,
4.99. Higher lisJ LP's and all tape~. $1.00 off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 H.arvl.lrd SE
Store Only, acrof;s from Hippo Ice Cream.
2124
HERALD LOOM: 4S", 4 harness, double front and
b;:lck hcarns, 266-4567 uner 4:00.
2/20
ELECTRONIC,.' IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Februury. Delta Mark JOB $39,95; Megaspark 400
$42.9!5;· Tiger SST $34.95. · 268-5490. Elet.ironic
lgnilion Sl.lle~.
2/17
10 SP.EED BERTIN, Brand new plus extras, $110.
26R-41S4
2122·
SINGER FUTURA TOP oft he line. Siightly used but
still U!ldcr warranty. Push bullon bobbin-winder, has
cmnpmcrltcd bUIIonhollng. Does IOO's tJf ft~i'JC:Y
sthchcli. Regular $800, now $1 SO t."ash. 294·8755. 2121l
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C:ONTACTS17 POLISHING&SOLUTIONS. Casey
Oplic:al Company, 2!5,-8736.
lfn

AlBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY IOc. American
dgareucs 48c, every morning al Pipe & Tobacco
Road. Yl block from UNM. 107 Corncli·SE, M-F9-6
"'ndSat. 10-S,
2/17
2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. Full
• ruition, books, fees, plus $100 per month. rryou tlave
completed at least 2 semeslers of ,calculus and I
seme.'Oier or physics and will be less than 2-' years old
at gradualibn you arc invited 10 apply. If intcreslcd
coii766-233S.
2117
WANT TO BE UNM'S "Deep Throat1" Know
something we should know? Calllhe LOBO news tip
hotline. 277-!56S6.
2/17
VOUR CONCEPTS ARE important. Submil your
arli~tic and literary conceptions to ConceptionsSouthwest, Marron Hall, Rm. IO.S or UNM Box 20.
Deadline Feb. 28. for more information call leslie
299-4773,
2/17

JOE INFO: MAY the soundtrack of life always be
playing your song.
2/17
PERRY'S PIZZA. WE DELIVER. Cal1843-97SO.
2/20
THE GYROS DINER iscoming.l06-ACorneiiSE.
2/20
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Campaign Against
Radioactive Wa~ae Dispo~l in NM. Contact SW
Rco;earch, 13!5 Harvard SE, 26S-0461.
2/21
"CHANGED"· THE SPIRITUAl.. realilics of life
controlled by people. A documentary running noun
SUU 2SOC, M·W-F February 13,15,17. The Way
lntcrnauonal.
2117
MOTHER EARTH NEWS back issues discounted
10°"o. Chamim Bookshop. 266-1229.
2111

lNTERE;STED IN MEDI("INE: Come to the PrcHc<Jhh Science meeting_; Monday 2120178, Mitchell
Hall 120, 8 1"1111; Mcdu:al Mudcnts will be present to
an ..wcr quc<.tion...
2117
2 TI('KETS·UTJ:-.P gamc,_$5. 266-9031.
2/i/
MARIAN, HAI'PY 23RD. I·SINTHEl A. D.F.,
M.P.
2/17

LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S t~rough the Happy
_Hour... cvery Friday from !5:30 to 7:30.
2/17
BIRTHDAY KARL, Finally 21! love
2/17

HAPPY

Romper Room.

NICK, YOU'VE REALLY got me curious now. Have
you become so in love wilh the food at Carrara's that
you've forgotten the other pleasures in life? I guess
I'll ju~l hang aroUnd Carrara's from the- time they
open at II am til they close at midnight until I see
you. So if you're still interested, juS! come by and see
me ~orne time. Mary.
2117
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical,
Experienced teacher.•Private lessons. Call Marc at·L
&MMusit:Studio.247-8158.
2/17

2

LOST & FOUND

--·-------------FOUND: YOU'RE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
charming baby in the Computer Center parking lot.
Identify and claim the photo dmrm in Room IDS,
Marron Hall.
2/20

FIND YOURSELF in the Pence Corps. Onega 233.
ss

277-5907.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES •.Prepurc Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
lfn
TYPING. I" QUALITY. 883-7787.
2/24
MATH TUTORING AVAILABL.E. Prc-Cnlcul~s.
Rcn)cdi;ll, etc. Jt•c, 299-1 J08.
2120
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4!i(J7.
I.ESSONS~

Beginners welcl}tnl!. 2M-9291.

DRESSMAKING.
ALTERATIONS.
REASONABLE. 262-()868.
2117
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appoimment.
2Cl8-8SI5.
tfn

'

'

HOUSING

THREE BLOCKS TO UNM. fem:cd 1-bdrm home.
Pets fine, SIOO bills paid. Call 262-17SI, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee. ·
Ul7
CLEAN SOLID 2-BDRM house. Enormous fenced
yards. Kids, pets, $165. Call 262·1751, Valley
Rentals; $30 fcc.
2117
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning?· Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to The College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243·2881.
2117
ONE BLOCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $18!5. Varsity
Hou<.,e,l41 ColumbiaSE.
3110

2128
Seg_m·ia method.
2/28

AIKIDO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art·Mcditatio1t.
Fir•a \co;son free. Sandia Judo ("lub. 9:00 am
Saturdny,
2:22

242-9092

2

c,-c~.

(C\C.)

PART-TIME WORI\

~day~

u week and 2 nights, M·

F It :00-2:00 1 cveqing)j: Mond~y 6-10, Friday 6:30ll:OO. $2.65/rn.:r hour. Golden Fried Chicken. 1830
2/21
Lomas NE. Ask for Manager, 242~2-lSI. ·
OVERSEAS JOBS·-Summer/ycar-ronnd. Europe, S.
Amcri~a. Amilratia, Asiu, et~.:. All field.'>, $500~$1200
rnumhty, expens~ paid, .~igiH seeing. Free- in·
fllrmt~ti<m. Write: BHP Co., Dox 4490, Dept, NO,
Berkeley, Ca. 9471)4.
3/10
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, Jle;o~ible hour:-;, good pay,
Poo;sible rull·time summer. Call Phil f'ranr:lyk, CLU.
~Rl-~lf>ll.
2/17

8.

DUE TO NON-PAYMENT Sansui receiver, un~
t:laimcd layltway turntable, ~.·asscne or 8-tnu:k
rct."ordcr and deluxe Fronolk speakers. Assume small
pa_ymcms:, 268-4393.
2121

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $S9.95 buys
_you I) Unrk walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam c~nnfort pad, 4) any size manrcss with 3-year
guarantee; $89.9S. 3407 Ccntrul NE. 25S-2289. 2123

MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL GuitarS: 1968 Jose
Rnmircz--$:1 ,750. 1974 Hernan dis Com:cn--$650~
247-2117 or 2SS-7488.
2/21
OLD FENDER TELECASTER, hard ca~c,·, Humbm:ker pid-up, white, $200 firm, kccr trying., 2422386.
2/1.0

Monday, February 20, 1978

'

MISCELLANEOUS

DANCE!!! FEBRUARY 19, 1978 Jpm-ipm,
American Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
Music by Spinning Wheel. $6-couple, $3-sing\c.
Tickcu av;1ilable at all Ticket master locations. "1.117
HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of History? Join Phi Alpha
Theta (Hislory Honorary Sot:icty). MANY
BENEFITS. Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesa Vista Hall
2121
2076.

Covered.. . 'IIV'ago.n
Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWPI

6.

H the UNM parking subcom

EMPLOYMENT

"'

WI,

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE. studcms only.
1\flcmoons ;.md evenings. Must be able to work
Friday am.! SalUrllay night~. Mml be 21 years old.
1\pply in person, no pht)llC calls plcuse, Save-Way
l.iquorSwrc-. nt 57()4 Loma~ NE. 5.5lti Mcmml NE.

lMMACtll.t\ Tl· 4-BDRI\·1 HOUSE. L.argc
yard. Kids, pel'>, \\Ckamc. $17!i.
Valle)' Rcntul~. $30 fcc.

C~11l

111 '- t "fl\lllON fN \"-,l '"1\1
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TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Extorted
money from
5 Hindu group
10 Sweetsop
14 Devotion
15 Noted Can.
doctor
16 Socia I org.
17 On the
ocean
18 Coins of
Iran
19 Take-out
order
phrase
20 Holy ---·-·
22 Tell all:
Slang
24 Mountain:
Prefix
25 Buenos----27 Trampled
heavily
29 Protections:
Brit.
32 Animal park
33 Desert
one's comrades
34 Heating
devices
36 Bind
40 Kind of auto
42 Didn't go to
bed:2
words
44 Hep
45 Superior
quality
4 7 Old II. playing card

49 Ignoble
UNITED Feature Syndicate
50 Ump
52 Of a Roman
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
tyrant
54 Farewell
word
58 Bold
59 Shem's son
60 Deal out
62 Trees
65 Fail to include
67 Disdain
gesture
69 Mastery
70 Large bag
71 Suspenseful
72 Gutter site
731nside:
Comb. form
38 Greek colstern
74 Tracts
onnade
11
Go
as
a
75 Killed
39 Seeded
throng
41 Evil
1 2 Tida I bore
DOWN
43 Certain
13 Remained
transfers
afoot
1 Sheep's cry 21 French river 46 School
period
2 Rid oneself 23 Dismiss:
48 Implement
of
Slang
3 For all time: 26 Fr. upper
51 Festival
53 Pushes
2 words
house
against
4 Darling: In- 28 P.I.Moslem
gently
formal
29 "Flower---54 Near
5 Amends
Song"
6 ··---was
55 Of mankind
30 Reduce
56 Command
going to St.
pressure
lves"
31 Man's great 57 Opposite
61 Irish river
7 House founadversary
dation
35 Affirmative 63 Cleave
64 Eject
8 William and
answers
66 Ring decison
37 Lacking
sion: Abbr.
9 Substitute
complete
68 All 50: Abbr.
1 0 Toward the
accuracy

CORONADO SHOPPING CENTER

LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
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Gubernatorial candidate Joe
Skeen spoke about citizens'
political obligations and involvement in the political process to
New Mexico government classes
Friday.
In discussing the current water
shortage problem in New Mexico
Skeen said it has been a majo;
problem in the state. He added that
the water should be better
distributed to serve the state's
agricultural base.
Skeen said that conservation of
water should become a major
political focus. Improvement and
efficiancy measures are being
developed such as the recycling of
sewage water for living purposes
hesaid.
'
Sk~en said he could not support
or object to the use of New Mexico

shall remain at the rate of $250 per
- Adopt a fee schedule that
year but will be in effect only for eith'er will be an increased uniform
the same hours as paid par king,
schedule of $60 for f~culty and
- All renters of UNM land such staff and $40 for students or be a
as Bernalillo County Public Health graduated scale depending on
Department, will be charged faculty and staff salary.
parking fees as if they were emFaculty and 1 staff pay between
ployees.
$96 and $52 for a year's permit and
The matter of patient parking on students pay $36.
the north campus has not been
The recomm.endations of the
resolved. The report, states patients Parking Subcommittee were
should pay for parking or the presented and discussed at four
parking system should be reim. ~iffere.nt meetings in November._+,~~
bursed for patient parking in some mcludmg the--Faculty :senate, tne
manner.
Student Senate, and two open
"It is assumed that the problem hearings.
will be resolved by negotiations
A partial summary of the
between the UNM administration comments about the recomand the various agencies involved mendations showed that there was
on the north campus," the report strong opposition to the idea of
said,
patients paying for parking on the
Other recommendations include: north campus, pointing out that
- Charge all visitors on the many patients cannot afford to pay
campus at- the rate of 50 cents a for parking.
day.
Other comments were about the
- Obtain an equitable share of possibility of future parking fee
UNM-Ievied parking fines from the increases
and support for
City of Albuquerque. The sub- eliminating the bus service between
committee said it does nt anticipate the north and central campuses.
any such funds for 1978-79.
Rosenblum said that she expected
Initiate a drive-up parking the recommendations to be apinformation and assistance system. proved by the Regents.

Preliminary research into the use
of marijuana on chemotherapy
treatment patients is underway at
the UNM Cancer Research and
Treatment Center.

Anyone taking part in the
project, should it develop, would
have to be required to have the
approval of their physician, the
statement said.

Prior to the recent legislative
action which allows glaucoma and
chemotherapy treatment patients to
receive
marijuana
with
a
_prescription, the Senate Judiciary
Committee had passed a memorial
allowing the cancer center to
conduct experiments using pot on
chemotherapy patients.

The statements also said the

Community College Plan
To Finance Committee

After six hours of testimony an·d
discussion, the New Mexico State
Senate, sitting as a committee of the
In a prepared statement, writen whole, voted to turn the question of
bef~:e the current legislation, creating a Bernalillo County
off1ctals at the cancer center said community college over to the
they were looking at other projects Senate Finance Committee for its
that have been done using recommendation.
· marijuana for clinical purposes.
The session was the first Senate
hearing on the proposal and many
senators admitted they were not
The statement said the center familiar with the implications of the
would be "very willing to par- college.
ticipate in such a project.''

as a spot for nuclear waste disposal
because of his lack of knowledge on
the issue.
He told the groups that if elected
gover~or, he would try to provide
more JOb oppertunities for young
people and more information on
political issues.
"The loss of campaign races is
due to the ego of the individual and
how he acquires power· that is the
key word in a campaign:•' he said.
Skeen said major deteriment of
voter turnout and election results in
New Mexico is due to an ethnic
block. Anglos, Indians and
Hispanics need more political
representation to effect the outcome of decisions in government
Outside races being run together
affect the outcome of voter tur·
(cont. on pBge

OJ

Housing
List at
UNM Office

The UNM Dean of Students
office operates an up-to-date
~ousing list open to the wl:ole
Albuquerque community. The
listing includes houses, apar~----~-~'tmcnts and rooms for rent a<
Information gathered from
community landlords is kept in a
ledger in the Dean of Students
oflice. The ledger is open for
inspection at no charge,
although information cannot be
given out over the telephone.
"These listings are here for
anyone who wants to look,"
said Mery Alonso, department
secretary. "It's a communitywide ~ervice, and not for

students only."
LOBO photo

Lobo Campers

Excellence demands sacrifice, not only from the Lobo basketball team,
but also from its fans.
Sunday, Lobo fans began gathering more than 12 hours before the eight
a.m. opening at the UNM athletic ticket office, in an attempt to try to
secure the best tickets available for the student reserve section in the Arena.
Joe Vertrees, the number one person in line, came with two other
persons.
•
Vertrees said, "Each person can pick up ten tickets, but we plan to get
only 18. Normally, you could get here at two in the morning and be one of
the first in line, but a hunch told me I'd better come about 5:15 (p.m.
marijuana would have to be
Sunday)
to get that number one spot. I'm really not that big of a fan, I
supplied to the center legally_
guess
I'm
just kind of crazy. Anyway, it's turned into a kind of party, so
Both the memorial and the most
it's
fun."
recent legislation were prompted by
The 12 hour queue is eviilence that Lobomania has made a hot item of a
efforts of a 26-year-old UNM
basketball ticket because, after passing the freezing, \vee hours of the
student, Lynn Pierson, who told
legislatiors he smoked Jl}aruijuana morning with beer and backgammon, the fans need something to warm
to ease the adverse side-efects of their souls.
chemotherapy.

Cancer Center Tokes Up

I,

OPEN 10·9
10·6 SAT
12·5 SUNDAY

_

ee recommendations are approved, parking in the North lot

In Chemotherapy Tests

'I

•SIBELIUS •CHARPENTIER •PUCCINI•VAVALDI•GOLDMARK •CH.ARPENTIER
•VIV.ALDI•ELGAR •SIBELIUS •LA DIV.INA •BRAHAMS •SIBELIUS •GOLDMARK
•ELGAR •BRAHMS •CHARPENTIER •VIVALDI•ELGAR •SIBELIUS •PUCCINI

no •Onger be free.

Students will pay more for
parking permits and will no longer
be able to park free anywhere on
campus next year if the recommendations of the Parking Subcommittee's report are approved.
The Parking Subcommittee has
turned in its final report on the
recommendations of the 1977 UNM
Transportation-Parking Study to
the Campus Planning Committee.
Estelle Rosenblum, chairperson
of the Campus Planning Committee, said the report will be
presented to UNM President
William Davis and the Presidential
Advisory Committee. The Regents
will give final approval on the
recommendations.
If approved, Rosenblum said the
recommendations would go into
effect for 1978-79.
The recommendations of the
Parking Committee are:
- Substitute "fee" parking for
"free" parking in all areas on
campus. Reserved parking spaces
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By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
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Committee Suggests
Higher Parking Fees
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Water Conservation
Plugged by Skeen
By JOHN MAJESKI
LOBO Staff Writer
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MAN, UPPER CLASS or gmduutc, late cvCnin&and
Sutun.Jay hours. Copy shop. Stl.lrl $2.65 per hour.
l!nmediatc. Do not call, Apply in pcmm, DATACO,
Univcr~ity und l.oma<> NG,
2117

ENGINEERING STUDI.:NI f'ol:l-:D!':! l\\U ruum·
mate.-. 10 '>hare new, J-bdrm llouo;.c nc:tr 12th <.utd
Mcnnu1. S1:mtrnonth. include., utilitic~. J4!i·Ml7-t
:! 12
RFNf 1-BDR\1 HOUSE North Valle)", pet~. Sl4~.
[;lc~:t., \\iller paid. Paul 2%·4~a6 (9·5), -l~.t~:!.S-10

VIOLIN CONCERTO
I'EllUIAN

-~-

IJilcrnationa\ Ce11tcr Director. Anplication available
at lXII~ Las L.umas NE, 10-!2 and 1·4:30, or 4H .th~
Office of Jntcmatiotlal llrograms, 1717 Roma NE.
Dca~llinc March J I, 197R.
2/23

FOR SALE, KIRBY Classic Ill vacuum c\~cmer.
Commercial m~ltor and attachments. Small monthly
payments, 266-S872.
2121
LEI-I FOR REPAIR bill, Diai-0-Matic zig-z.ag
~ewing machine. Makes buttonholes, blind hems,
f:~ncy,dc~igns and all the goodies, S25.00. 266-5871.
2121
10 YEAR GUARANTEE, brand name color
tell!vb;ion. New factory wilrranly, no down payment.
Small monthly payments tUI balance is paid off. 266SH72.
2121

ASSUME SMALL MONTHlY paymems on deluxe
T;lppun mknlwave toudJ-matic, memory, browning
clement, arJjustable shelves. 268-4394,
2121

J

CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS, 21S Yale
Blvd. SE tll Lead. Newer, quiet, cnlnrfullv furni~hcd,
l:u~~ '\tudent styled studin apt.tnmcm .... n~·xt 111 ~liHc..,,
UNM. und TV-I. $155/nmnth with free uttlittc~. S IOU
dcpo~it, JHl nwmmatco;, or pc1,. ~t."t.' ~1il1hi,!!Cr >\ill.!

3.SERVICES

CLASSICAL GUITAR

QA TYPING 'SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 34,-2125.
4/29

4.

FORSALE

After an explanation of the
proposal by its sponsor, Sen. Abel
McBridge, D-~ern., testimony was
heard from the floor. UNM
President William E. Davis said
there has been "no objective,
deliberate analysis of the need for a
community college," and that the
Board of Educational Finance has
never conducted a full-blown
hearing nor made a decision on the
issue.
He asked that the Senate vote
against the proposal.

